BE AWARE OF SCAMS

WHAT IS A SCAM?

A SCAM IS A DISHonest strategy to get people to share give personal and financial information.

PHISHING SCAM: Someone presents to be an individual or company you know to get your personal and financial information.

FRAUD: A successful scam

MOST COMMON TYPES OF PHISHING SCAMS:
Hyperlinks  Social Media
Text (SMS)  QR Code
Telephone  Email

COMMON SIGNS OF SCAM:

• Pressure to make a quick decision on the spot or overnight.
• Asks you to keep situation confidential and not share with family, friends, or local authorities.
• Messages demanding you to contact sender immediately.
• Provide money in unusual formats, like gift cards, bit coin, and prepaid credit cards.
• Email from an unknown sender with a link or attachment.
• Email, text, or phone call requests for financial information (credit card number, bank account information, and personal identification number (PIN)).
• Email, text, or phone call requests for personal information (social insurance number (SIN), date of birth, security answers, and passport information).
REPORT A SCAM

IF YOU THINK YOU HAVE FALLEN VICTIM OF A SCAM, TAKE THESE STEPS IMMEDIATELY:

1. STOP COMMUNICATING WITH SCAMMER RIGHT AWAY.

2. UPDATE YOUR ACCOUNTS
   CHANCE PASSWORDS IN ANY ACCOUNT THAT WAS AFFECTED, INCLUDING SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS.
   LET THE BANK AND OTHER COMPANIES KNOW THAT YOUR ACCOUNT MIGHT HAVE BEEN SCAMMED.
   IF THE SCAMMER WAS ABLE TO ACCESS YOUR FINANCIAL ACCOUNT, IT IS IMPORTANT TO PUT AN ALERT ON YOUR CREDIT REPORT, WHICH IS A SUMMARY OF YOUR CREDIT HISTORY. YOU CAN DO THIS BY CONTACTING EQUIFAX CANADA OR TRANSUNION CANADA.

3. REPORT THE SCAM OR FRAUD TO YOUR LOCAL POLICE AND THE CANADIAN ANTI-FRAUD CENTRE.
   GATHER ALL RECORDS YOU HAVE OF THE FRAUD OR SCAM (LETTERS, EMAILS, TEXT MESSAGES, RECEIPTS, CONTRACTS, ETC.).
   AVOID TOUCHING DOCUMENTS THAT THE SCAMMER MAY HAVE TOUCHED, AND PROTECT THEM WITH A PLASTIC CASE OR COVER (IF THE SCAM OCCURRED IN PERSON)
   KEEP A RECORD OF ALL OF YOUR ACTIONS SINCE THE FRAUD STARTED (INCLUDING DATES, TIMES, NAMES, AND CONTACT INFORMATION).
TIPS TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM SCAMS:

- Ignore and block emails from unknown senders.
- If you receive an email or message from an unknown sender, don’t open any attachments or links.
- Be careful with upfront fees. Ask and understand why you need to pay fees.
- If a website is secure and is asking for confidential information, make sure the website starts with ‘HTTPS’ and that there is a secure symbol (a closed padlock or unbroken key icon).
- Avoid sending sensitive/personal information over email and text messages.
- Never provide your personal, credit, or online account details without checking if it really is your bank or any known organization.

HELPFUL RESOURCES

**YORKU REPORT PHISHING EMAIL**: If you receive an email that you believe is a phishing attempt or spam, open or preview the message and then click the “Report Phishing” button.

**YORKU PHISHING ALERTS**: Phishing and scam alerts affecting York University students, staff and faculty.

**CANADIAN ANTI-FRAUD CENTRE**: Collects information on fraud and identity theft. They provide information on past and current scams affecting Canadians.
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